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Title: Drunk or Dead - Uncensored
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
4 I Lab
Publisher:
4 I Lab
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Korean
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I was playing this, figured it was going to have some fun times!

I was given garbage. Its 2000+ Achievements of stupidity that has absolutely no context at all are easily achievable within 30
minutes of playing. The game is so easy and simple as you can just run around killing everything with 2 bullets and that be it. Its
so stupidly easy to beat within a half an hour that I would suggest this game be released for less than a dollar, maybe $0.49.

I was falling asleep playing it because of how monotonous it is and what doesn't help its case at all is how I BEAT THE GAME
in under 30 minutes.

Utter trash.. for 12 bucks.. no. not worth it. its a bright and colorful environment, but thats about it. there is only one arcade
level and a couple mini games to play. the game could be more fun. but the building destruction is very bland. just a couple taps
and it is gone. it is kind of lacking. i like the movement mechanics. its better then just teleporting everywhere. if you could get
this for like 5 dollars then it might be worth the investment that this game will actually get finished and the other levels opened
up. but we shall see.. Wow. Well,to be honest,this now become one of my favorite games. And there are some reasons for that:

+Very Very original

+Great artstyle and graphics

+Epic story

+It leaves alot to your imagination on what will happend after the ending.

I really hope the developers make a part 2 of this!

9/10. A "choose your own adventure" game, but exponentially improved by the writing of Ryan North. If you like over the top
and or absurd humour this is a must have. It also has a great replayability due to the fact that there is no winning state per se, but
loads of interesting and funny forks which lead to also interesting and funny endings.

The collection of different art pieces for every ending is a nice touch, too.. We shoulda kill one kind of chiken and ride another.
That's weird. You are weird, Aborigenus. BTW the game plays okay. Fair game for fair price.. Had a great time with my friends
playing co-op
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The manual quick targeting and pace of the game seems an interesting concept for tower defense. The first missions have a nice
pace to it, tho later missions seem to pile on the enemies so fast that it\u2019s isn\u2019t too obvious what you should be doing,
as you find yourself overloaded on trying to think of a good strategy to defend your planet.

There is no story behind what you are doing, so it lacks any sense of urgency for your mission. Maybe that will come later as it
is early access.

The enemies are well differentiated and colorful for the player to easily recognize, tho they also lack some character.

This is clearly a in progress project. I dont know if the manual targeing mechanic is a strong enough unique feature to stand on it
own, but maybe that will change as the game is developed more.

If you like fast paced towe defence than give it a shot.. I just bought my childhood...luv it. Class 37 is the best!
And you'll love the amount of smokestack in scenery!. I've played a fair bit of ETS2 but I fancied something a bit more
focussed on the parking/reversing - something to sharpen up those skills more than ETS2 does - and this game is EXACTLY
that.

By the time you've cleared a dozen levels here, you'll be parking in ETS2 from the cab view with no worries - some of the
parking requires fierceome skills and the time limits for the top rewards require breakneck speed and accuracy.

But even if you just complete the levels you'll have learned something useful - you'll get more parking bonuses in ETS2!!

. I dont know why people are syaing that the tutorial is hard because I did it first try... very fun game it is like trials 10/10. This
just in: sex sells!. i dont now how to put it on my gun because i payed for it but it wont work
. I played for 5 minutes and I almost stopped, not because it's bad, but because I was out of breath and sweating like crazy. But I
couldn't stop, played through the whole thing in one sitting.

You like 140? You like Just Shapes and Beats?
Boy do I have a game for you.

Can't wait for the speedruns people are inevitably gonna make.

If I wasn't clear enough already: HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. Nice little mod, but need more players on it :). So addictive...
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